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VecTrance geoscience team and reservoir engineers are providing technology 
transfer on design, modelling, planning, well site support knowhow and practices 

DEEP PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE OF OUR STAFF 
EXEMPLES OF PRACTICES= 
 
Our consultants are supporting the client exploration teams of oil companies; their 
experiences cover studies and field operation works. 
 

VecTrance oil/gas and mining consulting engineers 

GEOLOGY practices 
•  basin modelling skills  
•  mapping, structural, 

stratigraphy,...studies 
•  addressing carbonate reservoirs 
•  compressional and 

transpressional structural 
development geology 

•  Program preparation and design 
•  Ex: mapping subsurface structures 
•  natural fractured reservoirs 
•  operation geology management 
•  petroleum chemistry (software 

tools) 
•  turdidite sandstones analysis/

evaluation 

GEOPHYSICS practices 
•  data processing 
•  sequence wavelet analysis explor or 

exploit type 
•  AVO, inversion and attribute 

processing 
•  seismic stratigraphy skills and tools 
•  seismic imaging of subsurface 
•  seismic interpretation kow-how and 

tools 
•  modelling advanced skills 
•  EM interpretation… 

PETROPHYSICS practices 
Logging analysis integration 
 
GEOCHEMISTRY 
Survey and modelling 

RESERVOIR ENGINEERING practices 
•  applied reservoir engineering design 

and operation 
•  reservoir simulation (configuration, soft 

operations various soft and models) 
•  know-how on capillarity in rocks 
•  gas reservoir modelling, coalbed 

methane, shale 
•  horizontal and multilateral wells design 

skills 
•  geologic and design skills of naturally 

fractured reservoirs, shale 
•  eor design and modelling capacities 
•  waterflooding, sand control 
•  well test design and analysis… 
•  Stochastic modelling 
 

STAFF CAPABILITIES MODELLING /TOOLS 
Capabilities of our experienced geoscience engineers in these areas are based on 
advanced technical skills and proven field experience as well as modelling 
experience on: 
soft such as Petrel, Eclypse, Seiswork, Promax, Finder, Geoframe, SMTtools, 
Geoquest, Jason, basin modelling tools (Openflow,Zetaware,Petromod...)... 
various interpretation GG workstations e.g. IESX, SeisX, Winpics and mapping 
systems like Zmap+, Petrosys, GES and Surfer, Eclypse, interpretation with soft 
such as Landmark Interpretation, Geoprobe, Seisworks, Syntool, WSF, ZmapPlus, 
WellSeismicFussion, PostStack Pal, Knowledge of Promax, IP, Technolog...) 

 


